
ELAC’s new passive 3-channel soundbars deliver the thrill and excitement from your favorite movies 
and music without the footprint of a traditional home theater speaker system. It’s dedicated center 
speaker ensure that dialogue from your favorite TV shows and movies is always center stage, while 
the left and right channels deliver the performance and impact of traditional bookshelf speakers. 

MuroTM Series
Passive Sound Bars

ELAC has achieved numerous industry accolades for 
engineering and sonic performance for floorstanding 
and bookshelf speaker design.  Our engineering 
team used the same techniques and high standards 
to design the Muro Series passive soundbar products.  
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MUROTM SERIES PASSIVE SOUNDBAR
Silk Dome Tweeter With Deep Spheroid Waveguide 
The waveguide surrounding the new ELAC high-frequency 
driver features a custom, deep spheroid profile to improve 
directivity control and efficiency. 

Custom-designed woofer with aluminum cones 
Aluminum cones offers a superior strength-to-weight ratio 
and improved damping characteristics over conventional 
paper or plastic drivers. This added strength means 
arriving at designs that achieve a broader bandwidth with 
smoother response. 

Intricate Crossover 
A custom multi-element crossover with audio-grade 
components is implemented to ensure smooth transition 
between the drivers

Painted Baffle 
A satin black or white painted baffle gives the MURO 
Soundbars a luxurious look to fit into practically any decor. 

2 - Different Lengths
Two different sizes ensure a good match with most T V 
sizes from 55” to 75”

Slim Wall Mount
The included slim wall mount ensures a great look with 
all décor.  Wires pull through a single opening, and the 
soundbar can slide on the mount to center with your 
viewing panel.
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SPECIFICATIONS

MSB41S MSB41L

Muro Soundbar Muro Soundbar

For 55” and Larger TVs For 65” and Larger TVs

Speaker Type Passive Radiator Passive Radiator

Tweeter 1-inch Soft Dome x 3 1-inch Soft Dome x 3

Woofer 4-inch Aluminum x 4 4-inch Aluminum x 4

Passive Radiators 4-inch Aluminum x 4 4-inch Aluminum x 4

Frequency Response 75Hz - 35,000Hz 70Hz - 35,000Hz

Crossover Frequency 2,800Hz 2,800Hz

Sensitivity 86db @ 2.83 v/1m 86db @ 2.83 v/1m

Max Power Input 80 Watts 80 Watts

Nominal Impedance 6 Ohms 6 Ohms

Binding Posts Metal Push Metal Push

Cabinet Finishes Satin Black or Satin White Satin Black or Satin White

Grill Black/Grey Magnetic Black/Grey Magnetic

Wall Mount Included Included

Dimensions (WxHxD) 50.19 in / 1275 mm x 5.94 in / 151 mm x 
3.44 in / 87 mm

60.50 in / 1537 mm x 5.94 in / 151 mm x
3.44 in / 87 mm

Weight 30.64 lbs / 13.90 kg 33.51 lbs / 15.20 kg


